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Abstract: Pion-nucleon charge-exchange FESRs show that the best current Regge absorption 
models are not dual. Their strong disagreement with the FESRs is surprising, in view of the 
well-known correspondence between absorptive zeroes and low-energy resonance zeroes. We 
show that the non-duality does not arise from small details of the models, but follows inevi- 
tably from certain basic features which they share. To give the absorption the required phase, 
current models all introduce a strong low-lying j-plane component in the region 0 >f > - 1. 
This component overwhelms the p pole at low energies, producing a non-dual amplitude. 
Some possible remedies are discussed. 
1. Introduct ion 
Duality has been one.of  the most fruitful ideas to emerge from two-body Regge 
phenomenology,  and has found applications in all areas of  strong-interaction physics. 
However, duali ty was proposed at a time when Regge poles alone were thought to 
give an adequate description of  high-energy amplitudes. It has since become clear 
that Regge cuts - in particular, absorptive corrections - must play an important  role 
[1]. For instance K±p and p±p elastic crossovers show [2] that imaginary parts of  
non-flip w-exchange amplitudes have a peripheral, absorbed t-dependence. Similarly 
the sharp forward peak in n-exchange processes is most simply described by a strong 
absorption model  [2,11]. 
It is therefore important  to extend the idea of  duality to include absorptive cuts 
as well as Regge poles. 
There is a well-known qualitative consistency between absorption models and 
duality [3]. Absorpt ion of  Regge poles produces a high-energy amplitude in which 
only the peripheral partial waves are large; in low-energy phase-shift analyses the 
prominent  resonances occur in the same peripheral band of  partial waves, at impact 
parameters around 1 fm. This similarity of  low-energy and high-energy amplitudes 
is reflected in the fixed-t zero structure, which persists from low to high energies. 
Such "qualitative dual i ty"  is very encouraging, and suggests that duality can indeed 
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be extended to include realistic high-energy amplitudes containing strong absorptive 
cuts. However, it is only a beginning; one would like to make duality more quanti- 
tative, so as to constrain sizes of amplitudes, as well as their zero structure. More im- 
portant, recent amplitude analyses [4,5] have shown that high-energy amplitudes 
are more complicated than the simplest absorption picture suggests. For instance, 
imaginary parts of tensor-exchange amplitudes probably do not have an absorptive 
zero structure [5] ; one would like to know how this feature is dual to low-energy 
amplitudes. New, more refined Regge absorption models have been proposed [6-10],  
which can describe the amplitude analysis results. They are certainly more realistic 
than the original absorption models, and may represent progress towards a good des- 
cription of all high energy two-body amplitudes. It is therefore important to ask 
whether these new absorption models are dual. 
This paper is an attempt to answer that question, by studying the pion-nucleon 
charge-exchange amplitudes. At high energies, the new absorption models have been 
fitted to the n - p  ~ nOn amplitudes; they can be analytically continued to low ener- 
gies and compared with a local average of the phase-shift amplitudes. The comparison 
is made through finite energy sum rules. 
In sect. 2 we clarify our usage of the word "duality", and explain how the FESRs 
are used as tests of the duality of high energy models. Readers primarily interested 
in results may skip this section. 
Sect. 3 contains FESR comparisons of three Regge absorption models. The orig- 
inal strong absorption model [11 ] shows the correct qualitative features of the 
FESRs; however, it gives the wrong overall magnitude in the non-flip FESR. Next, 
we examine two representative new versions of the absorption model - the i2Iartley - 
Kane model [6] and the Ringland et al. "/-factor" model [7]. These models, though 
differing in theoretical motivation, can both fit the high-energy n - p  -~ nOn ampli- 
tudes (unlike the old strong cut model). However, they both give essentially the 
same clear disagreement with FESR duality. The helicity non-flip FESR should have 
a zero, at t --~ -0 .1 ,  which corresponds to the peripheral zero in the high-energy am- 
plitude. Neither model gives this FESR zero; furthermore, they give an incorrect 
FESR sign at t = O. I have made the same FESR comparisons for two other new ab- 
sorption models (a typical Regge-Regge cut model [8], and the Girardi et al. "RPR" 
model [9]); these give the same unacceptable FESR result. 
This is the main result of the paper; that the best current forms of the Regge ab- 
sorption model are not dual. The clear-cut FESR disagreement, and the similarity of 
the different models, are perhaps encouraging. They suggest that it is not a matter of 
certain models being wrong, or of parameters needing adjustment, but that there is 
a simple underlying cause of non-duality, common to all new absorption models, 
from which we may learn something. 
In sect. 4 we show that the duality problem arises through analyticity. All the 
new models alter the phase of the absorptive correction (relative to the old strong 
absorption model), to agree with amplitude analysis results. In modifying the phase 
of the absorption, one naturally modifies its energy dependence; this altered energy- 
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dependence conflicts with local-average and FESR duality. These effects are most 
clearly seen in terms of  the j-plane structure of  the models. 
The conflict  between absorption and duality does not  imply that one should 
abandon present forms of  the absorption model; rather, it suggests a clear direction 
in which one should try to improve them. In sect. 5 we discuss a variety o f  possibil- 
ities for this improvement,  and some tests of  their predictions. 
2. Phenomenological duality and FESR's  
Duality is based on the empirical fact that certain simple features of  high-energy 
amplitudes persist, in a local average sense, down to low energies [12]. Typical 
"simple features" are a fixed-t zero structure, reality of the amplitude, or an approx- 
imately power-law energy dependence. Thus an amplitude is dual if its high energy 
approximation,  when extrapolated down, gives a local average of  the actual ampli- 
tude at low and intermediate energies*. The word "approximat ion"  is crucial; the 
exact high-energy amplitude extrapolates down to give the exact low energy ampli- 
tude, so cannot be used to define duality.  One must make the meaning of  "approx- 
imation" precise, since different approximations can be very similar at high energies 
but extrapolate differently to the low-energy region. 
In Regge-pole models, the approximation was that of  including only a few leading 
Regge poles, and neglecting all other (low-lying) contributions to the amplitude. A 
Regge pole contr ibut ion was written in the form ( s - u )  ~ (with no daughter terms 
( s - u ) a - n ) ,  and so had a well-defined continuation to low energies, making duality 
a well-defined statement.  Now, however, we know that absorptive corrections are 
important  [1,2]; these give in general aj-plane cut, which may have daughter cuts, 
depending on how the absorption is calculated. In this case, too, for tests of  duality 
the high-energy approximation must be uniquely defined. I shall define it in terms 
of  j-plane structure**. 
The leading singularities are taken to be all poles or regions of  cut within a dis- 
tance Aj  of  the highest-lying j-plane singularity. The rest will be called the non-lead- 
ing part.  Initially, for definiteness, I ~hall take A} = 1.0. Then the high-energy approx- 
imation is an amplitude which contains only the leading poles (and cut regions) of  
the actual amplitude. Duality implies that this high-energy approximation local- 
averages the actual ampli tude at low-intermediate energies. In other words, in the 
local average o f  the amplitude, non-leading contributions are small. 
* The phrases "low and intermediate" and "local average" can easily be quantified. For two- 
body amplitudes one could take low and intermediate to mean Plab > 0.5 GeV/c and local 
average to mean average in the imaginary part over an interval Aplab ~--- 1 GeV/c. One could 
similarly define how accurate the local average is supposed to be. Resonance saturation of 
imaginary parts of amplitudes is a further, separate assumption. 
** More precisely, in terms of Khuri plane structure. For the rest of this paper, "single pole be- 
haviour" will mean single Khuri pole behaviour (s-u) a, rather than single Regge pole behav- 
iour, Pa(cosOt), and "thef-plane" will be taken to mean strictly "the Khuri plane". 
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How small is "small"? Different Regge representations (for instance s ~, ~ ( s -u )  ~, 
( s -m2)  a ) give different definitions of  daughters; an amplitude without daughters 
in one representation has daughters in another. Presumably the non-leading singular- 
ities cannot be much smaller than these daughters. Duality will be taken to mean 
that they are not much larger, either. The daughters in a one-term Veneziano model 
are small in this sense [13]. 
This definition of  a dual amplitude accords with accepted ideas of  duality [12], 
and is a non-trivial, testable statement (i.e. it is possible that some amplitudes of  the 
real world are not dual in this sense). Other definitions are possible, perhaps not in- 
volving the idea that low-lying singularities are small. However, if  low-lying effects 
are large, they cannot be arbitrary; otherwise the continuation from high to low en- 
ergies is arbitrary, and duality is undefinable. 
Finite energy sum rules [12] are based on the fixed-t contour integral shown in 
fig. 1. They are always written for amplitudes T(p) which are odd in the crossing- 
symmetric energy variable, u --- ~(s-u),  so that the two "semi-circle" contributions 
f~ and f~/are equal (with the same sign); the two real-axis contributions are also 
equal. Cauchy's theorem then implies the FESR: 
b c 
f f r  )dv (1) 
a b 
The left-hand side of  this equation is calculable from phase-shift amplitudes. To 
test a high-energy model, one evaluates the right-hand side (the integration round 
the semicircle) from the model amplitudes. Duality implies that the non-leading 
]'-plane contributions to the model amplitude are small in the local average at inter- 
mediate energies, and therefore small in the semi-circle integral. This is the crucial 
assumption which makes the FESRs usable - only the leading singularities are 
needed in the evaluation of  the semi-circle integral. Then if eq. (1) is not roughly sat- 
isfied as a function of  momentum transfer t, the Regge model is not  dual. 
In a Regge-pole model, the semicircle integral can be done analytically; a pole of  
the form ( s -  u) a gives an integral 
:. . . . . . . .  b..S~C~HANNEL U-CHANN ' 
Fig. l. The contour of integration used in defining the FESR. The energy variable is v = ~(s-u) 
and the integration is done at fixed momentum transfer, t. The integrals over physical region 
amplitudes (e.g. la b ) include any sub-threshold poles. 
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s i n l n ( a  +1) Na+l  . 
(t~+l) 
However, if the high-energy model contains/'-plane cuts, it is simplest to evaluate 
the semi-circle integral numerically. For this purpose it is important to write the cut 
amplitude in a form which is explicitly Hermitian-analytic and odd in u. One must 
also use a form with no daughter poles or cuts, to minimise the effect of  non-leading 
contributions on the FESR. 
3. FESR tests of  absorption models 
This section describes the FESR comparison* of  three typical Regge absorption 
models in ~ p ~ non. The first is a basic strong absorption model [11 ], of  the old 
variety which do not fit recent amplitude analysis results. The other two are typical 
of the new generation of  models, which can describe amplitude analysis results and 
data in a wide variety of  reactions (they are not just models of  n -  p -+ non). These 
are the Hart ley-Kane absorption model [6] and the Ringland et al. "/-factor" 
model [7]. I shall first briefly describe all the models, emphasising their amplitude 
structure rather than their motivation, and then discuss their FESR comparisons, 
which are shown on figs. 2 - 4 .  Details of  amplitude notation and FESRs are given 
in appendix 1. Appendix 2 contains the numerical details of  the models, including 
the ways of  calculating the amplitudes in an exactly crossing symmetric, daughter- 
less form. 
3.1. The basic strong absorption model**  
The absorption model is most simply motivated by a double-scattering picture, 
in which the absorption correction represents reggeon exchange preceded (or fol- 
lowed) by elastic scattering. In the basic absorption model, the elastic scattering am- 
plitude is approximated by a pure imaginary pomeron pole exchange term: 
Tel = i so~ exp [Sat] . (2) 
The absorptive correction is obtained by a two-dimensional convolution of  this am- 
plitude with the O pole amplitude. This gives aj-plane cut with fixed branch point 
a c = ao(O ), which interferes more or less destructively with the 0 pole amplitude. 
The cut must be strong enough to produce a crossover zero at t~---0.2 in the imaginary 
part of  the non-flip amplitude, and to give a dip in the cross section at t ~ - 0 . 6  by destruc 
tive pole-cut-interference in the spin-flip amplitude. To do this, the non-flip and spin- 
flip euts are each multiplied by phenomenological "k factors" of  order 1 .5-2.  
This model gives strong absorption (and therefore "crossover" zeroes at small t) 
* Some cut models have also been compared with n-p  -~ non FESRs by Johnson [ 14] and 
Michael [32]. 
** See ref. [11]. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of  left- and right-hand sides of  the FESR (eq. (1)) as a funct ion  of  momen-  
tum transfer. The solid curve is the phase-shift  integral, and the dashed curve is the semicircle 
integral evaluated in the basic strong cut  model.  The dash-dot curve is the p pole contr ibut ion 
to the integral. N is the "a sympto t i c "  s-channel  non-flip ampli tude ~ ( A -  + t ~ B - ) ,  and F is the 
"asympto t i c"  s-channel flip ampli tude ~ ~ - t - A - .  
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Fig. 3. As for fig. 2, except  that  the dashed curve is the semicircle integral evaluated in the 
H a r t l e y - K a n e  model. The dash-dot  curve is the p pole contr ibut ion in this model.  
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Fig. 4. As for fig. 2, except  that  the dashed curve is the semicircle integral evaluated in the 
Ringland et al. i-factor model.  The dash-dot  curve is the p pole contr ibut ion in this model  (with 
a wrong-signature zero at ap = 0). 
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in both real and imaginary parts of the non-flip amplitude. However, amplitude anal- 
ysis [4] shows that the real part of this amplitude probably does not have a zero at 
small t, so the real part is not strongly absorbed. In the other two models the phase 
of the absorptive correction is altered, in order to give strong absorption of imagi- 
nary parts and weak absorption of real parts of vector-exchange amplitudes. 
3.2. The Hartley- Kane absorption model* 
Hartley and Kane have proposed an absorption model in which the elastic scatter- 
ing amplitude Tel (eq. (2)) is replaced by a two-component effective elastic ampli- 
tude Tef f, which is approximately of the form: 
Tef f = iv[ae bt + cedt Jo(Rox/ - t [ lnv-- l  in]) ] ; (3) 
Tel f represents the effect of elastic and diffractively produced intermediate states 
in the double-scattering picture. It contains both central (ae bt) and pheripheral 
(Bessel function) components, both of which are exactly crossing-symmetric. The 
peripheral part has a logarithmic energy-dependence, and since 
Jo (Rox / -  t[ lnv l in]) ~-- Jo (Rox/L-- tlnv) + iKx/Z~J1 (Rox/~- t lnv) ,  
K -  7rR° 
4 lx /~  ff , (4) 
/eft has a real part like a J1 Bessel function; it therefore has a different phase from 
the imaginary Tel of eq. (2). This alters the phase of the absorptive correction, to 
give weak absorption of the real part of the fi pole amplitude. 
3.3. The "i-factor" model** 
In this model, absorptive cuts are calculated as follows: write Regge pole ampli- 
tudes with wrong-signature zeroes, and divide the signature factor 1 + reiTrc~ into 
two parts, 1 and re - ira.  Absorb these as in a conventional weak absorption model, 
then multiply the absorptive correction to the 1 part by i. 
Appendix 2 describes how one can do this in an exactly crossing-symmetric way. 
This involves finding a Hermitian analytic, even function of v(=½(s-u)) which is ap- 
proximately equal to X/q-in the energy range of interest (around Plab--~ 6 GeV/c); 
the absorptive correction is then multiplied by this function. The extra energy de- 
pendence brought in by the x/q-factor should be at most logarithmic (so as not to 
shift the branch point of the j-plane cut). It should not introduce any other unrealistic 
/'-plane structure (such as fixed poles or dipoles), and,  in accord with the duality 
postulate that low-lying singularities be small in FESRs, the function is required not 
* See ref. [6]. 
** See ref. [71. 
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to introduce any daughter absorptive cuts. This still leaves some freedom in the 
choice of  the function, which obviously affects the final FESR result. I have tried 
several such crossing-symmetric x / / factors ;  the FESR results shown in fig. 4 are typ- 
ical of  the best agreement which I can obtain. 
3.4. FESR comparisons 
These three models have been used to evaluate numerically* the right-hand side 
of  eq. (1) (the semi-circle integral) for s-channel helicity non-flip and flip amplitudes 
(denoted by N and F )  in n -  p -~ nOn. The left-hand side of  the equation has been 
evaluated from the 1971 CERN phase shifts [15] with a cutoff** a tE la  b = 2.1 GeV. 
The comparisons of  left- and right-hand sides of  eq. (1) (solid and dashed curves re- 
spectively) are shown in figs. 2 - 4 .  
The basic strong absorption model  (fig. 2) gives a qualitatively correct descrip- 
tion of  the non-flip FESR; it has a zero at approximately the correct t-value, caused 
by destructive pole-cut interference, which corresponds to the crossover zero in the 
high-energy amplitude. However, quantitatively the model  does not  have FESR 
duality. It gives an FESR too small by a factor of  two in the forward direction, 
where the errors in the low-energy integral are very small (being determined only by 
the [ l r -p  - n+p] total  cross section difference). The slope of  the FESR in the for- 
ward direction is also poorly fitted. 
The two new absorption models (Har t l ey -Kane  and/- factor  models) do not  even 
qualitatively obey FESR duality (figs. 3 and 4); they give an FESR with the wrong 
sign in the forward direction, and with a flat, featureless t-dependence. They do not  
have the large slope at t = 0, or the zero at t - -  - 0 . 1 ,  which occur in the phase-shift 
integral. 
I have made the same FESR comparison for two other typical new absorption 
models; these are a typical Regge-Regge cut model  [8](containing a p ® P '  cut, but  
not*** an A2Qco cut) and the model of  Girardi [9] et al., which contains 
P~P@P' and o.,'~P@A 2 cuts. In these two cases, the FESR results are essentially the 
same as for the Har t l ey -Kane  and/- factor  models. This suggests that the lack of  
FESR duality does not  arise from small details of  the models, but  arises from gen- 
eral features which they have in common. 
It seems likely that the same FESR disagreement will occur in other non-evasive 
non-flip vector-meson-exchange amplitudes; for instance, odd-signature Kp and ~n 
non-flip FESRs [ 18] show the same qualitative features as the n - p  ~ ~0n non-flip 
FESR. 
* The semi-circle integral is evaluated using the full (leading and non-leading)]-plane structure 
of the models. Later we shall check whether the non-leading contributions to the semi-circle 
integral axe in fact small, as required by duality. 
** I have also compared all the models with FESRs evaluated from the 1972 Saclay phase shifts 
[ 16], both with the CERN cutoff energy and with a higher cutoff at Ela b = 2.8 GeV. In all 
cases the results are qualitatively similar. 
*** There axe reasons to expect [9,17] that p,~P' and A2@w cuts cancel one another in 
n - p  -~ ~r°n. 
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I have also compared the models with some continuous-moment  sum rules [ 19]. 
CMSRs which are integrals of  ImN show qualitatively the same effects as the FESRs, 
while CMSRs which are integrals of  ReN show better  agreement with the models. 
(This can be simply explained in terms of  j-plane structure, discussed in the next sec- 
tion,) 
4. Why are absorption models not  dual ? 
In this section we try to find a simple explanation of  the dramatically undual be- 
haviour of  the absorption models in the non-flip n - p  -~ nOn FESR. 
4.1. ]-plane structure 
Define the absorptive cut discontinuity f ( / ,  t) by 
~C 
-- Tpole (u, t) + f d j  [ G R (j, v) + i a  I (/, v ) l f ( j ,  t ) .  (5) 
The weighting functions Gl~(j  ) and GI(J) are shown in fig. 5, for Plab = 6.0 GeV/c, 
v 1 = m  2 = 0 . 8 8 G e V  2. 
At  fixed t, one can deduce f ( j )  from T(u) by a numerical method which is de- 
scribed in appendix 3. I have used this method to examine the ]-plane structure f ( j )  
of the various absorption models. 
Fig. 6 shows the cut discontinuity of  the basic SCRAM model in the non-flip am- 
plitude at t = 0 and t = - 0 . 5 .  The pole contr ibut ion is shown as a 6-function in f ( / ) .  
At t = 0, the cut discontinuity is very sharply peaked near j -- 0.5, so it contr ibutes 
roughly equally to real and imaginary parts of  the ampli tude (GR(0.5)  and GI(0.5 ) 
are equal, see fig. 5). This is the basic problem of  the model - strong absorption in 
the imaginary part  implies strong absorption in the real part.  
Fig. 7 shows the j-plane structure of  the H a r t l e y - I ~ n e  model* at t = 0. It differs 
from the basic SCRAM model by a large extra contr ibut ion in the region 0 > j  > -  1. 
In fig. 8 are shown the cut discontinuities of  the / - fac tor  model  (with the same 
x/i-factor as was used for the FESR comparison, see appendix 2) at t -- 0 and at 
t = - 0 . 5 .  Again, the dominant  ]-plane contr ibut ions are in the region 0 > j > - l .  
* For non-zero momentum transfers the model has an essential singularity at the cut branch 
point, so one cannot extract the ]'-plane structure by the method of appendix 3. However, since 
the absorptive amplitudes are smooth functions of t,/'-plane structure at t = 0 is relevant to a dis- 
cussion of energy dependence at small t. 









0 "'-.  -1 , , , , ~ ,  ,-2j, 
Fig. 5. The j-plane weighting funct ion  G(j) as a func t ion  of  t-channel  angular momentum/ ' .  A cut  
ampli tude at Plab = 6 GeV/c is an integral over j of  the cut  discontinui ty f ( j )  weighted by G (j) 
(G R for the real part of  the ampli tude,  G I for the imaginary part). G is defined by eq. (5). 
~(j) 
- - 0  
-100 
-20C 
1 ~.41.5 &(j -.473) 
I .13.25 ~(j --.023) 
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- . . . . .  - : I  -2 
BASIC SCRAM 
CUT DISCONTINUITY 
- - t = O .  
. . . . . .  t =-0.5 
Fig. 6. The j-plane cut  discont inui ty  f (]) of  the basic strong absorption model,  at t = 0 and 
t = - 0 . 5 .  f ( j )  is defined by eq. (5). The p pole is drawn as a 6-funct ion in the cut  discontinuity.  
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I [ Jo COMPONENTS OF V Tiff ONLY 
Fig. 7. As fig. 6, for the Hartley Kane model at t = 0. The solid curve is the full cut discontinuity, 
and the dashed curve is the discontinuity of the cut obtained by absorbing only with the "periph- 
eral" Bessel function part of the effective elastic amplitude, eq. (3). The remainder (solid-dashed) 
is similar to the basic cut model, fig. 6. 
~:(j ) f  /. FACTOR ldOOEL 
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I 
. . . . . .  t =-0.5 
Fig. 8. As in fig. 6, for the Ringland et al./-factor model, calculated as in appendix 2, at t = 0 
and t = -0.5.  
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The two other models which I have considered (a Regge-Regge cut model and the 
Girardi etN.  RPR model) both involve extra j-plane cuts with branch points 
ac(t  ) --~ O. Therefore all four new absorption models contain a large extraj-plane 
contribution centred in the region between j = 0 and j = - 1 .  
It is easy to see why this is so, in terms of the weighting functions GR(J ) and 
GI(j) in fig. 5. The models are designed to give strong absorption of imaginary parts, 
with weak absorption of real parts. The simplest way to do this is to take a basic ab- 
sorption correction, and add an extra contribution which has opposite signs in real 
and imaginary parts of the amplitude. ,Thus the extra contribution must be in a 
/'-plane region where GR(j) and GI(J ) have opposite signs (i.e. where the Regge phase 
factor has Re/Im < 0). The only such region is 0 > j  > -1  ; so the extra contribution 
inevitably comes in this region. 
The new absorption models therefore use a very wide region of j-plane singulari- 
ties (betweenj = 0.5 a n d / =  -1 .0)  to explain the known 6 GeV/c n p ~ ~0n am- 
plitude structure. This in itself suggests that the models will not be dual; as the ener- 
gy changes, one expects contributions from different ends of this broad j-plane re- 
gion to rapidly get out of step, producing a complicated energy dependence. We shall 
see later how this happens in detail. 
For each small region of the j-plane cut, the FESR contribution (the semi-circle 
integral) can be calculated analytically, just as for a Regge-pole contribution. The 
FESR can therefore be written as an integral over the cut discontinuity: 
OL C 
Vl C sin½7r(j+ 1)(N]]+I  
FESR = pole + ~mm d dj j + 1 I~ , ,  f ( J )  
\ I /  
o~ c 
- Pole term + J dj Gs(J ) f ( j ) .  (6) 
_ o o  
The FESR weighting function Gs(J) is shown in fig. 9. Using this figure, and figs. 
6 -8 ,  one can do the cut integral (eq. (6)) by hand to see which j-plane regions are 
most important in the FESR. From this it is obvious why the new models give the 
wrong sign in the non-flip FESR at t = 0. The new component in 0 > j  > -1  is heav- 
ily weighted in the FESR, and gives over 40% of the cut contribution. This enhanced 
cut over-cancels the pole, giving the wrong FESR sign. Note that the extremely low- 
lying part of the cut ( j < - l )  is not important in the FESR; thus the same new 
component (in 0 > j  > - 1 )  causes both the agreement with 6 GeV/c amplitudes and 
the disagreement with the FESR. 
4. 2. Energy dependence 
The influence of the low-lying j-plane structure in the new models can be clearly 
seen by looking at the energy dependence of the amplitudes at intermediate energies. 
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Fig. 9. The FESR weighting factor Gs(J), defined in eq. (6), as a function of angular momentum 
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Fig. 10. The imaginary part of the forward non-flip amplitude IroN as deduced from total cross 
sections [OT(n-p) - OT(n+p)] (thick solid curve) and in the models in this paper, as a function 
of pion lab momentum. Also shown is the Barger-Phillips p + p' pole model, which, unlike the 
absorption models, gives a good local average of the actual amplitude at low energies. 
Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show respectively the energy dependence of  the imaginary part 
o f  the non-f l ip  ampli tude I m N  at t = 0, the derivative of  this quan t i ty  0 I m N / a t  at 
t = 0, and the posi t ion in t o f  the first zero of  I m N ,  in the various models.  The fig- 
ures also show the "exper imenta l "  values of  these quanti t ies ,  f rom total cross section 
data or f rom phase shifts at low energies. 
In the H a r t l e y - K a n e  and "/-factor" models,  the low-lying (0 > j  > - 1 )  region of  
the cut  grows larger (relative to the high-lying p pole) as the energy decreases; thus 
at low energies the destructive cut  overpowers the pole. With decreasing energy the 
zero of  I m N  moves in towards t = 0 (fig. 12), and the value of  I m N  at t = 0 becomes 
smaller relative to the exper imental  value from ( O y ( n - p )  -- OT(n+p))  (fig. 10). 
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Fig. 11. The forward derivative of the imaginary part of the non-flip amplitude a(ImN)/~tl t=0, 
as deduced from the Saclay 1972 phase-shift solution (thick solid curve), the CERN 1971 phase 
shift solution (thick dashed curve) and from the models in this paper. All models except the 
Barger-Phillips pole model give the local average of this quantity too low. 
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Fig. 12. The position in t of the first zero of IroN, as a function of lab momentum, in the high- 
energy models in this paper. The zeroes of ImN in the phase-shift solutions fluctuate too wildly 
for comparisons to be useful without some local averaging. 
Therefore  the models  do no t  have local-average duali ty in I m N ;  this is obviously con- 
nected  to their lack o f  F E S R  dual i ty*.  
However ,  the basic strong cut  model ,  wi th  a fairly nar row /-plane s tructure (in 
0.5 ~ j  ~ 0) shows a more cons tant  energy dependence .  At t = - 0 . 2  the pole and cut  
have approx imate ly  the same energy dependence ,  so the zero o f  I m N  does no t  move 
wi th  energy.  This natural ly gives bet ter  F E S R  agreement.  
Fig. 11 shows that  the models  are no t  dual in the local average o f  the quan t i ty  
O(ImN)/Otlt=O. (This is clearly connec ted  to their  failure to fit 3(FESR)/~tlt=o.) 
The derivative o f  the forward ampli tude is mainly  control led by the high partial 
* Although the new models give the correct sign of ImN at t = 0 for energies above the FESR 
cutoff, they give tl'!e wrong sign in the FESR. This is possible because J'~ImNdu diverges. 
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waves, and is therefore little affected by absorption [20] (a correction to low partial 
waves); this suggests that the Regge pole input should perhaps not be as simple as 
these models assume. 
4. 3. Summary 
The non-duality of current Regge absorption models arises through a simple mech- 
anism: 
(i) In order to have strong absorption of the imaginary part of a vector-exchange 
amplitude, with weak absorption of the real part, new absorption models include a 
component which contributes with opposite signs to real and imaginary parts of am- 
plitudes. To do this, the new component must be in the ]'-plane region 0 > j  > 1. 
(ii) The strength of absorption is designed to give correct amplitude structure at 
Plab ----- 6 GeV/c. As the energy decreases, the low-lying cut component grows, rela- 
tive to the high-lying 0 pole, so that eventually the absorption over-cancels the O- 
pole in ImN at all t-values. This disagrees with local-average duality, and causes acute 
FESR disagreement at t = 0. 
There is one hidden assumption in this argument, which concerns t-dependence. 
The low-lying component is necessary in the region t ~ -0.3,  where 7r-p ~ non 
polarization data do not show the negative dip predicted by old absorption models. 
However, the main FESR disagreement occurs at t = 0. So a model with a rapid vari- 
ation in t might get out of the difficulty. It is only because absorptive corrections 
come mainly in the low partial waves, and thus have a smooth t-dependence, that 
they give problems in the FESR at t = 0. 
Finally one may ask what has become of the qualitative duality (that Regge and 
resonance amplitudes are both concentrated in the peripheral partial waves, and there 
fore have similar t-dependences) which absorption models are believed to possess. 
Even at high energies, the new absorption models do not have a simple partial wave 
structure - for instance, the central partial waves of the pole amplitudes are not 
simply absorbed away, they are multiplied by a complex factor (because of the extra 
phase of the absorbing amplitude). As the energy decreases, the absorbing amplitude 
Teff becomes larger, tending to produce over-absorption of central partial waves; fur- 
thermore, the Regge pole contribution to peripheral partial waves becomes smaller, 
because of shrinkage. Therefore at low energies one does not expect the new absorp- 
tion models to show the simple peripheral impact parameter structure. This is why 
they are not dual to the peripheral low energy resonances. 
5. Possible dual absorption models 
We have shown that current absorption models are not dual, and have given a 
simple reason why this is so, in terms of their j-plane structure. The next step is not 
to abandon the models, but to try to incorporate their best features in a new model 
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which can describe both the FESRs and the high energy amplitudes. One can try al- 
tering the models in any of three general directions: 
(a) Alter the Regge pole input. 
(b) Alter the absorption. 
(c) Do not alter the models to leading order in v, but add extra tow-lying singu- 
larities to fit the FESRs. 
5.1. Altered Regge pole input 
This choice can probably be made to work, but would certainly involve extra 
complications - since present models use the simplest possible p pole input. In par- 
ticular, the behaviour of a(FESR)/a tit= o and O(ImN)/O t It=0 may indicate curva- 
ture of the p trajectory [20,21]. A p'  pole may contribute [22] ; however, if it is too 
low-lying (say a(0)--~ -} ) ,  it might give the same FESR problems as the low-lying 
(0 > j  > -  1) component of the new absorption models. 
5. 2. Altered absorptive corrections 
The absorption models which do not fit the n - p  -~ nOn FESR use an absorptive 
correction which is a smooth function of t, which is broad in the/'-plane, and which 
is unshrinking. (In the Barger-Phillips p +p'  Regge pole model [19], the amplitude 
has none of these properties, but agrees well with FESR and local-average duality, 
as is shown in figs. 10-12.)  One can therefore try to construct new cut models, dis- 
carding some of the above three properties, in order to correctly describe the FESR. 
For instance, Johnson [14,23] has proposed a model (which fits the CMSRs) in 
which the "absorptive" correction has a sharp t-dependence and vanishes in the for- 
ward direction. This form of correction changes the high partial waves of the Regge 
pole input, and is therefore a radical modification of the original absorption idea. 
Another possibility is suggested by the observation that the non-flip n p -~Tr0n 
FESR (fig. 2) has a t-dependence very similar to the imaginary part of the high en- 
ergy amplitude [4]. The Regge absorption models do not reproduce this simple fea- 
ture, because pole and cut contributions have different energy dependences, and get 
out of step as the energy changes. This suggests that the absorption should be forced 
to have the same energy as the p pole, at all momentum transfers. Such a picture is 
confirmed by K+-p elastic cross-sections, which show that the imaginary part of  the 
non-flip w-exchange amplitude has Regge-pole-like shrinkage [3,24]. Since this am- 
plitude contains strong absorptive corrections, it again suggests that the absorptive 
amplitude should have a pole-like energy dependence. Furthermore, the most re- 
cent measurements [25] show that the zr-p ~ nOn polarization is small over a wide 
range of momentum transfers - implying that Regge pole and absorption amplitu- 
des have similar phases (as well as similar energy dependence) over a wide t-range. 
The results of Elvekjaer, Inami and Ringland [28] (who have examined phase shift 
amplitudes at Plab ~ 2.5 GeV/c) suggest that this picture may even be valid out to 
t -- -2 .5.  
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One is therefore encouraged to construct a "shrinking cut" model in which both 
the phase and the energy dependence of the absorptive correction are closely 
matched to that of the Regge pole. The t-dependence of IroN at 6 GeV/c is still pro- 
duced by destructive pole-cut interference, with the absorptive cut mainly confined 
to the central partial waves. It seems very likely that this model would easily fit 
both the high-energy amplitudes and the sum rules in n - p  -~ nOn. There are obvi- 
ously many j-plane structures which would give the required phase and energy de- 
pendence over some finite energy range; however, the simplest choice is to make the 
cut discontinuity peak sharply near the p pole position. This form of cut has been 
discussed in the context of complex pole models [26] ; in fact arguments based on 
t-channel unitarity often tend to give a cut discontinuity which peaks near a pole. 
In such a model, all the important singularities are concentrated in a small/-plane 
region near the # pole. This guarantees a simple energy dependence over a wide en- 
ergy range, in agreement with duality. 
The dual absorption model [29] offers another possibility, in which imaginary 
parts of amplitudes are forced to have a peripheral t-dependence, and the full ampli- 
tude usually satisfies FESRs by construction. However, it may contain right-signa, 
ture fixed poles or other complicated/'-plane structure; the role of these in an even- 
tual complete model is not clear. 
5. 3. Models with low-lying/-plane structure 
It is obviously possible to fit the FESRs by starting from an undual Regge model, 
leaving it unchanged to leading order in u, and adding to it some low-lying singulari- 
ties which are important in FESRs but unimportant in the high-energy amplitude. 
If such a modification to one of the new absorption models is to be successful, then 
it must involve extra /-plane singularities which are extremely low-lying (in these 
models, the whole region j /> - I  is used to describe the high-energy amplitude; so the 
extra singularities must appear in / < -1) .  It is therefore a question of adding grand- 
daughters, rather than daughters. These grand-daughters must also be extremely large, 
since they significantly change both the amplitude at intermediate energies, and the 
FESR. 
Such a solution, if true, would have very serious consequences for duality. The 
local average of the amplitude at low-intermediate energies would no longer be given 
by the leading crossed-channel singularities, so that FESRs would no longer be a use- 
ful constraint on these singularities. It would imply that the apparently simple ener- 
gy dependence of amplitudes (on which duality is based) is in fact caused by a com- 
plicated sum of high-lying and low-lying effects. Unless one could find some simple 
constraints on the low-lying singularities, the continuation from high to low energies 
would be arbitrary, and duality would lose all predictive power. 
It might be possible to introduce these low-lying singularities, in a way that is not 
completely arbitrary, by using a different definition of the absorption prescription. 
There are several such definitions, all of which are equivalent in the high-energy 
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limit, but which differ at low energies. For the FESR tests I used the form of absorp- 
tion which gives the simplest possible s -  u crossing properties and j-plane structure; 
absorption was defined by convolutions in a transverse momentum whose relation 
to the momentum transfer, t, is independent of energy (and therefore gives exactly 
s - u  crossing-symmetric, daughterless absorptive cuts). This is equivalent to absorp- 
tion by multiplying amplitudes at fixed impact parameter, b (see appendix 2). How- 
ever, one could also define absorption by multiplication of partial-wave amplitudes; 
the two would be identical at high energies, but the second form might give a better 
continuation to low energies because of daughter effects. I have tried several different 
methods, including partial-wave absorption; but I have not yet found a way to im- 
prove the low-energy amplitude behaviour, without losing s -  u crossing symmetry 
or losing Regge behaviour for some complex s-values. The reasons for this are given 
in appendix 4. 
5.4. Future tests 
These schemes are all designed to describe the 7r-p ~ nOn FESRs and amplitudes 
at 6 GeV/c; they are therefore all forced to have rather similar amplitude structure 
in the 2 - 6  GeV energy range. However, at higher energies the differences between 
the various models become clearer. The energy dependence of the imaginary part 
of the non-flip amplitude, deduced from K+-p or n+-p elastic cross section differences, 
will be useful in deciding between models. 7r-p -+ nOn polarization data at higher 
energies will also be a useful test; models of type (c), with a broadj-plane structure, 
predict a polarization which develops a negative bump at high energies, as in the basic 
strong cut model. However, in the "shrinking cut" picture the polarization is more 
constant with energy - and so should remain positive or zero to quite high energies. 
Finally, 7r- p ~ nOn cross sections at high energies will be another useful constraint 
(mainly on the spin-flip amplitude). 
I have only discussed these possible developments of the absorption model in the 
context of pion-nucleon charge-exchange; however, they will only be useful in the 
long run if they form part of a unified picture of all high-energy two-body amplitudes. 
To discuss this goes beyond the scope of this paper. However, two remarks are worth 
making: 
(i) The property of duality (of simple energy dependence down to unexpectedly 
low energies) has been approximately confirmed in amplitudes for many processes. 
Therefore it seems worthwhile to try to explain a simple energy dependence in as 
simple a way as possible; in particular, not to use broad j-plane structures, which tend 
to have a complicated energy dependence. 
(ii) High energy amplitudes (and cross sections) can be divided into two classes; 
those which show Regge pole-like shrinkage, and those which do not. n -  p -+ nOn 
amplitudes belong to the (smaller) first class which do shrink. The results of this pa- 
per are not directly relevant to the larger class of processes, such as photoproduction 
and vector meson production, which do not show obvious shrinkage. For instance, 
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the "shrinking cut" picture is probably not useful in pion photoproduction, where 
the old strong absorption model gives a good description [27] of both high energy 
data and FESRs. To produce a unified picture of both shrinking and unshrinking 
amplitudes requires a detailed study of the energy dependence and duality proper- 
ties of a wide variety of amplitudes. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have examined the duality properties of various Regge absorption 
models in pion-nucleon charge exchange, using FESRs to test the models. We have 
mainly been interested in the new forms of the absorption modeli in which the ab- 
sorptive phase is altered in order to agree with known amplitude analysis results. We 
found that all of these models give the same striking disagreement with FESR duality 
in the s-channel helicity non-flip amplitude. This is especially surprising in view of the 
well-known qualitative duality of absorptive zero structure in this amplitude. 
In order to compare Regge models with the FESRs, we had to continue them 
down in energy from the high-energy region where they are primarly used. One may 
ask whether this continuation is unique - or whether some other form of continua- 
tion would give better agreement with low-energy amplitudes and FESRs. The meth- 
od of continuation was chosen to minimise the contribution of low-lying ]-plane 
structure (daughters etc.), so that the amplitudes have the natural energy dependence 
of the leading ]-plane singularities of the models. It might be possible to fit the FESRs 
by extrapolating down with large "daughter" singularities, which are unimportant 
at high energies, yet dominate the FESRs (i.e. they effectively decouple the high- and 
low-energy regions). If this solution were correct, it would have disturbing implica- 
tions for duality - for instance, it implies that FESRs are not a useful constraint on the 
Regge singularities which dominate the high-energy amplitude. 
It turns out that the lack of duality does not arise from details specific to the two 
models which are tested in this paper (the Hartley-Kane model and the/-factor mod- 
el), but arises through a basic general mechanism which is common to a large class of 
models. This mechanism is most simply understood in terms of j-plane structure. 
The basic strong absorption model has an absorptive cut discontinuity which peaks 
sharply near the branch point, ac(t  ) ,-~ 0.5. Thus the absorption contributes with 
equal strength to real and imaginary parts of the amplitude, in disagreement with re- 
cent amplitude analysis results. The model has therefore been modified (in several 
different ways), to give strong absorption of imaginary parts and weak absorption of 
real parts. The new models do this by adding a large new component which contrib- 
utes with opposite signs to real and imaginary parts. To have the correct Regge phase 
(1 -e-ina) to do this, the new component must come in the/'-plane region 0 > ] > - 1  
(although its theoretical motivation is very different in the various models). Since 
theirj-plane singularities are so widely spread out, the new models tend to have a 
more complicated energy dependence, which conflicts with the simple (dual) energy 
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dependence of the actual amplitudes. As the energy decreases, the low-lying compo- 
nent becomes relatively more important in the model amplitudes eventually over- 
cancelling the p pole contribution. This causes disagreement with both FESR and local- 
average duality. 
In their presently accepted forms, therefore, the ideas of absorption and duality 
are not compatible. There are many possible solutions to this difficulty. For instance 
one might assume that duality is only applicable to Regge pole amplitudes - the 
"Born terms" of some perturbation expansion - and that higher-order effects, such 
as cuts, are not dual. Then in comparing cut amplitudes with FESRs, one would have 
to include large low-lying contributions. Since so many amplitudes show strong ab- 
sorption-like effects, this would mean that duality is not directly applicable to most 
Regge amplitudes. Alternatively, one might abandon the idea of absorption altogeth- 
er and try to construct Regge amplitudes from some completely different viewpoint. 
However, current absorption ideas are so useful in understanding many features of 
high-energy amplitudes, that it seems unwise to abandon them. It seems better to try 
to improve the models, in the light of the FESR results; this may produce an absorp- 
tion model with better duality properties, and at the same time a more realistic high 
energy amplitude structure. Many such modifications to current models are possible. 
Their main drawback is that they all lack theoretical motivation, so are not compel- 
ling unless experimentally confirmed in many amplitudes. Even so, they may be a 
step towards a Regge absorption model which is realistic at high energies, is theore- 
t!cally motivated, and is dual to low-energy amplitudes. 
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ful comments and discussions, particularly Frank Henyey, Gordy Kane, Marc Ross, 
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Appendix 1. Amplitudes and sum rules 
For the process Tr-p -+ 7r0n, number the particles zr~-p2 -~ 7r°n4 and label their 
momenta Pi ( i= 1 . . . . .  4)accordingly. Then the Mandelstam variables are 
s = (Pl +P2) 2 , t = (P3 - - P l )  2 , 
u = ( p 4 - P l )  2 ,  s + t + u = 2 m  2+2/~ 2 ; (A.I.1) 
m is the nucleon mass, and/1 is the pion mass. Define 
s - u _  u (A.1.2) v = ½ ( s - u ) ,  ~o- 4m 2m" 
I shall use amplitudesN and F, which are related to CGLN amplitudes [33] as 
follows: 
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N =  2 ( A - + c o B - ) ,  F= 2 x ~ t  A - " (A.i .3) 
4m 2 
N and F have no kinematic singularities in u at fixed t, and are odd functions o f  u 
(N(v, t) = - N ( - v , t ) ,  etc.). In the large s, finite t limit, N and F are equal to s-chan- 
nel helicity non-flip and flip amplitudes respectively, so the expressions for experi- 
mental quantities become 
oT0r_p)  _ CrT0r+p) = 0.38_____9 ImNI t=0  m b ,  (A.1.4) 
Plab 
( dO)d_t l r - P  ~TrOn -0"389m2(IS12+lF12)327rk2s mb/GeV 2 , (A.1.5) 
2 Im (NF*)  (A. 1.6) 
P~'P ~rr0n INI 2 + IFI  2 ' 
where Plab is the lab momentum of the initial pion, and k is the c.m. momentum. 
Denoting N or F by T, the continuous moment sum rules are defined by 
N 
S(n, t) = 1 f Im [(~2 _ 6o2)~n T(~,  t)] d6o + Born term. (a . l .7 )  
6,9 0 




J Plab [°T(rr- P) --°T(rr+P)] dElab + Born term. (A. 1.8) S(0,0) - 2 :× 0.389 
~ 0  
The FESRs were evaluated numerically from the CERN 1971 and Saclay 1972 phase 
shifts. Curves shown are for the CERN phase-shifts with a cutoff  at Ela b = 2.10 GeV/c. 
These phase-shifts use a truncated partial wave series. However, a quantity of  parti- 
cular interest is the derivative of  the non-fli,'p FESR at t = 0 - since the Regge models 
seem to give a poor description of  this quantity. The derivative at t = 0 is strongly 
affected by the high partial waves of  the phase-shift amplitudes - so the truncation 
o f  the;partial wave series may affect the value of  the derivative. It is hoped in the 
near future to evaluate the FESRs using Alcock and Cottingham's estimates [30] for 
the high partial waves to give more definite information on the duality of  
a(ImN)/at. 
The ch6]ce of  zero-moment FESRs out of  the infinity of  possible sum rules was 
arbitrary - one can also look at other moments of  CMSR (this has been done, see 
sect. 3) or try to construct an " optimised" FESR [31 ]. However, optimised FESRs 
have only been constructed for cases where the high-energy amplitude is approxima- 
tely by an effective Regge pole, and have been used to estimate the residue of  this 
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pole (thus to predict high energy amplitudes). Our purpose is quite different - we 
want to test high-energy models in which the/-plane structure is known to be widely 
spread out (between/" = 0.5 a n d / =  1.0). Therefore we cannot use effective pole ap- 
proximations. In this case it is important that the sum rule samples different regions 
of  the/-plane structure of  the model evenly - i.e. that the sum rule/-plane weighting 
function Gs(/) (see sect. 4) be a smooth function off ,  which does not unfairly de- 
emphasize certain/-plane regions of  the Regge model. The FESR weighting function 
Gs(] ) (fig. 9) is indeed smooth and without sign changes - so that a zero moment 
FESR samples/-plane structure evenly, and thus is probably close to being an 
"optimised" FESR for our purpose. 
Appendix 2 
For all models, the p pole amplitude is written in the form 
.-WJ ' 
when a is the trajectory function and v 0 is taken to be 2rap ~t all momentum trans- 
fers. N and F are denoted in common by T. 
Cut amplitudes are calculated by convolutions in a space of  two-dimensional 
transverse momenta q, related to momentum transfers by t -- Iq 12. The amplitudes 
are defined to have their standard Regge phase on the line qy=0. For other q values 
the phase is given by angular-momentum conservation: 
T(v,q) = T ( v , t = - I q t  2) e in4' ; (A.2.2) 
is defmed in fig. 13 and n is the net s-channel helicity flip, n =X 1 +X 4 - ~ 2 -  X3- 
In terms of  fig. 13 the convolution of  two amplitudes T 1 and T 2 is defined by: 
H(v,q)  = T 1 • T 2 = f d 2 q l  T 1 (v, q l  ) T2(v,q2 ) . (A.2.3) 
If amplitudes are defined as functions o f  impact parameter, b, by the Fourier-Bes- 
sel transform 
Ti(v,b ) = f Iq ldlqlJn(blql )Ti (v , t~-Iql2) ,  
0 
(A.2.4) 
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¢ 
Fig. 13. T w o - d i m e n s i o n a l  t ransverse  m o m e n t a  q in the a m p l i t u d e  c o n v o l u t i o n  used  to def ine  
abso rp t i on .  Iq12 = - t .  
then by the convolution theorem, the above definition of  absorption is equivalent 
to mult ipl icat ion of  amplitudes at constant impact parameter: 
H(v,b)  = 2rr Tl(v,b ) T2(v,b ). (A.2.5) 
Note that the convolution is done at constant v, rather than at constant energy. This 
means that if  T 1 and T 2 have exact symmetry  under v -~ - v ,  so will their convolution. 
For simple forms of  T 1 or T2, (A.2.3) can be simplified to a single integral, or done 
analytically. 
A.2.1. The basic SCRAM model 
(This is based on the model  described in ref. [ 11]. Parameters are chosen to give 
the best fit to 6 GeV/c amplitudes at small-medium t values.) The p pole amplitude 
is def'med by 
m 2 
p 1 
A N  mx /~  t - m 2 3'++ , (A.2.6) 
p 
, 7  
a = 0.47 + 0 . 9 t ,  v N = v F = 0.31 , 3'++ = - -22 .6 ,  3'+_ = 85 .7 .  
2 
mp 1 
2 7 + - ,  A F mx/r~ t -  m p 
The absorptive cut is given by 
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Tcut(V,t ) = m ( v 2  v2)_ ~_ Te I @ Tpol e , (A.2.7) 
4rr 2 
where the elastic amplitude consists of  a purely non-flip pomeron term: 
Tel = - ( v 2 -  v2) ~ 2 ~  e l a t '  (A.2.8) 
g corresponds roughly to the pion-nucleon total  cross section in GeV units. We have 
taken 
27 
a -- 7 .0 .  (A.2.9) 
g - 0.389 ' 
The cuts are then multiplied by real, energy independent X factors, X N and X F for 
non-flip and flip amplitudes respectively: 
)k N = 1.84,  )k F = 1.65.  (A.2.10) 
A.2.2. The Hart ley-Kane model* 
The p pole amplitude is given by 
A N = ~ [3++ 
a = 0.45 + t ,  v N = v F = 0 .46 ,  
A F =  m 
/3++ = --3.50 , 
(A.2.11) 
/3+_ = - 1 3 . 5 0  . 
The absorption is as in eq. (A.2.7), with Tel = Tp + TD, and 
--1 (V~_ V2)½ [ged t + aoebo t Jo(cox/_~ t ln (v2_~v-~))], Te = Um 
TD= ~-~ (v2--v2)  2 [alebl t J o ( C l 4 - ½ t l n ( v 2 - v 2 ) ) ] ,  
g = 35 .0 ,  a 0 = 29 .4 ,  c o = 2 .55 ,  d = 1.7,  
a i = 5 9 . 0 ,  c 1 = 2 . 0 4 ,  b 1 = 2 . 0 .  
The elastic amplitude is purely helicity-non-flip. 
The cut integrals are truncated at t = - 4 . 0  to avoid divergences from the gamma 
functions. Contributions from the region t --~ - 4 . 0  are very small, so the amplitude 
is insensitive to the cutoff  t-value. 
(A.2.12) 
b o = 2 .0 ,  
* See ref. 161. 
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A.2. 3. The i-factor model * 
The p pole contribution in this model is given by 
8~r 
A N  = ~-- 3'+ P ( 1 - a ) ( 2  sin ~Tra), A F  = 4zr 3' F ( 1 - a ) ( 2  sin ~na) ,(A.2.13) 
m2 - 
= 0.55 + t ,  u N = 0 .573,  PF = 0.975,  3'+ = --0.165, 7_ =2.15. 
Conventional absorptive cuts would be given by eqs. (A.2.7) and (A.2.8), again 
truncated at t = -4 .0 ,  with 
15.6 
a = 5 .8 .  (A.2.14) 
g - 0.389 ' 
However, to calculate cuts in this model, first replace the factor 2 sin lzra in the p 
pole amplitude by 2 sin ½ zr(a+½). Calculate the absorptive cut (eqs. (A.2.7) and 
(A.2.14)) from this modified p pole amplitude, then multiply the resulting cut by 
This is completely equivalent to the original method [7] of  splitting the signature 
factor into two parts, then multiplying one part by i. However, it is easier to make 
crossing-symmetric, by Writing the x/ i factor  in a crossing-even Hermitian analytic 
form. The following forms have been tried: Setting 
x/ i , ' - ,An(½1ny)  - n  , n =  1 , 2 , 3 , 4  . . . .  
A 2 sin (Tr/4n) ' p 1 11.0 exp [ - A  cos (rr/4n)] , (A.2.15) 
X / ~  7r v 1 = 3.8 (A.2.16) 
y - 1  ' 
zr [1 - y - ½ ]  , v 1 = 11.0,  (A.2.17) 
x/~i.. ~ r rx/2  [1 _ y - l ]  , v 1 = 2.3 ( A . 2 . 1 8 )  
0.955 l n y  
X/~------ ~ 9 [1 + y - } ]  , u 1 = 11.0.  (A.2.19) 
Forms (A.2.16)-(A.2.18)  are designed so as not  to have an extra 1/log v pole in the 
small t, region. They do this by introducing daughter cuts. The FESR comparisons 
* See ref. 17]. 
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and/-plane structures shown in the figures use form (A.2.15) with n = 2. Other 
"daughterless" forms have not yet given significantly better FESR agreement. Ab- 
sorptive corrections are not included in the spin-flip amplitude F. 
A.2.4. Crossing symmetry 
All the amplitude expressions in this appendix have exact anti-symmetry under 
v -+ -u ,  and are Hermitian analytic (there is a region between the cut branch points 
u = -+u 0 where they are real). They are therefore suitable for FESR applications. 
Appendix 3./-plane analysis 
Suppose one is given a method of  calculating a function F(v,t)  which is odd in u, 
and which is known to arise from a/-plane cut with branch-point a and a disconti- 
nuity which can be parametrised as a smooth function of / .  Then define the cut dis- 
continuity f (L  t) by 
_ .  Lv j J J,0 (A.3.1) 
(From now on we shall assume a fixed value of  t and suppress all references to t.) 
Then we wish to approximate f ( ] )  by a formT(] ) ,  which is a sum of  known func- 
tions: 
N 




Gi(v ) = f 
- - o o  
(A.3.2) 
N 
F(v) "~ ~(v)= ~ ciGi(v). (A.3.4) 
i=1 
We want to choose the coefficients c i so that the approximation F resembles the 
original form F as closely as possible over a wide energy range. Then the expression 
(A.3.2) gives a good approximation to the cut discontinuity f ( ] ) .  
This is a simple linear minimization problem whose solution is well known to be 
given by a single matrix inversion. To fill in the details: 
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Let F = A + iB, F = A + iB, where A, B, A,  B are real functions. Then define a X2: 
M 
X 2 = ~ Um [A(Vm) - A ( P m ) ]  2 + Vm [B(Vm) - B(Pm)] 2 ; (A.3.5) 
m=l 
U m, V m are real positive weights associated with the (possibly complex) energies u m. 
X 2 is to be minimized by varying the coefficients c i. Setting all derivatives 
ax2/aci = 0 gives the matrix equation 
MklC l = R l , (A.3.6) 
l 
where 
R k = ~ UmA (Vm)Dk(Vm)+ VmB(Vm)Ek(Vm) ,  (A.3.7) 
m 
Mkl  = ~ UmDk(Vm)Dl(Vm) + VmEk(Vm)El(Vm),  (A.3.8) 
m 
G k = 0  k + i E  k .  (A.3.9) 
Inversion of  the matr ixM then gives the coefficients c l. 
In practice, before using this procedure one first re-defines the function F, multi- 
plying it by 
q ] 
so that its j-plane branch point is a t ]  = 0. X 2 is a sum over 24 points uniformly ran- 
domly distributed over a rectangle in the ln(v) plane: 
Vmi n < Ivl < Vma x , 0 < Arg (v) < ½rr . (A.3.10) 
This is shown m fig. 14. A simple choice of the functions gn and G n is the following: 
_ )t n 
gn(J) (n - - l ) !  (_j)n-1 ehJ,  
Gn(v)-~xn(l'l]'O~]-['l'l][ v~ j + l l n [ - - - ~ 1 2  ) 
[,(, )l ----- +X -1 n ~ - -  ~irr . (A.3.11) 
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I err(v) 
a b 
• ".  
• err ( v  0 ) .en. (Vrnin) 'en.('~ma x ) 
1) o Vrnin l."m a x 
Fig. 14. The region in the complex u and log v planes in which randomly distributed points are 
used to define the ×2 in eq. (A.3.5). This x 2 is minimised in determining the i-plane cut disconti- 
nuity of an absorption model. 
However, the procedure which I have been described is essentially the numerical 
inversion of  a Laplace transform, and it is well known that  this presents problems. 
They occur because for most "obvious" choices of  the functions gn and G n , the ma- 
trix M is very nearly singular (unless the number of  functions, N,  is very small). The 
numerical inversion of  M introduces large rounding errors which destroy the preci- 
sion of  the answer. 
The solution to this problem is to choose a different set of  functions G n which 
are more or thonormal  in the region over which X 2 is defined. Then the ma t r i xM  
becomes more like a unit matrix,  and there are no numerical problems when invert- 
ing it. Essentially, we replace the Gn, which are powers of  1/logv, by Legendre po- 
lynomials in 1/log v. The details are as follows: 
The G n are imaginary along the upper edge of  the rectangle in fig 14 (i.e., in v 
r 
= a + ½in, v = pure imaginary). We shall try to find a new set G n which are orthonor- 
mal when integrated along the upper edge ( a ~ b  in fig. 14). First define a scalar 
product  
b Y2 
(G n I Grn ) = f Gn(V ) G*(v )  d (In p) = ~ . f  yn-1 ym-1  d y ,  (A.3.12) 
a yl 
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vl/d Yl = + )k-1 in 
If 
'ln( m°)l ' ,  (A.3.13) 
+2FY-Yl 1 (A.3.14 
z = 1 LY~---YlJ ' 
and the coefficients din are defined by 
?/ 
amn Y m-1 = Pn_l (Z) , (A.3.15) 
m = l  
and 
Gn = "= v X(~22ZYl) din Gi, (A.3.16) 
t h e n  
t 
(an lGm> = ~nm , (A.3.17) 
as required. 
In practice I made the following choices: Umi n -- 3.5 GeV 2, Uma x = 7.5 X 104 GeV 2. 
The 24 x2-defining poi~ts had equal weights U i and V i for real and imaginary parts. 
The function F(u) was expanded in terms of  eight G '  functions, namely: 
G n(v) ,  n = 1 ,2  . . . . .  6 ,  X = 5 ,  
t Gm(V ) , m = 3, 4 ,  X = 1.  (A.3.18) 
The first six functions parametrize the fine structure of  the cut discontinuity near 
the branch point,  and the last two functions are for grosser structure lower in the 
/'-plane. With this choice of  functions the matrix inversion gives no numerical prob- 
lems, and the function F (u )  is typically reproduced accurate to better than one part 
in 1 0 4 over the entire fitting range. The resulting cut discontinuity agrees very well 
with analytic evaluations where these are calculable. 
It might be possible to use this technique with real data as input (instead of  mod- 
el amplitudes) to deduce/ '-plane structure in a model-independent way from experi- 
mental amplitudes. For instance, at t = 0 one could use total cross section data, real 
part data and continuous-moment  sum rules to simultaneously constrain the/'-plane 
structure. Experience with the method suggests that one needs good data over a wide 
energy-range before it can be useful. 
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Appendix 4. Alternative ways of calculating absorption 
For FESR comparisons I have calculated absorptive cuts by the two-dimensional 
convolution integral of  eq. (A.2.3). If the elastic absorbing amplitude is an exponen- 
tial in t (such as in eq. (A.2.6)) the convolution can be simplified to a single integral 
0 
o,~, 
TABS(P,t) = ~-~ f dt' e ~a(t+t') In(aX/~)Tpole(V,t' ) . (A.4.1) 
In this form it is obvious that the absorptive amplitude 
(a) Has exact crossing symmetry under v ~ - v  as long as the pole amplitude 
Tpole(V) has exact symmetry under p -+ - ~ .  
(b) Has Regge asymptotic behaviour as v ~ oo in any complex direction. 
(c) Has the form of a single j-plane cut, stretching f rom]  = a c = apole(0  ) to 
j = _oo, without any daughter cuts (at a c = apo le (0) -n ,  n = 1, 2 ...). 
Properties (a) and (b) are essential prerequisites for an FESR comparison; it can 
be argued that they are essential to any dual amplitude. Property (c) was desirable, 
to minimise the effect of  low-lying singularities on the FESR, in accord with the 
usual interpretation of  duality. 
There are other ways of calculating absorption, which are equivalent to the above 
form for large positive s, but which extrapolate differently to low energies. If one 
could find such a form which has a sensible motivation, which has properties (a) and 
(b), and which gives a better extrapolation to low energies than the previous form, 
then one would have to reconsider the statement of  duality in terms of  leading j- 
plane singularities (since the new form would only differ from the old by having 
larger non-leading j-plane singularities). This appendix records some (unsuccessful) 
at tempts to find such a form of absorption. 
The integral (A.4.1) diverges for some small v value, producing a pole in the am- 
plitude. (This pole is usually well inside the FESR contour, so could easily be shifted 
slightly to hide it in the physical region cuts, without affecting the semi-circle inte- 
gral significantly. It is not relevant to FESR comparisons since all Regge models con- 
tain some locally unrealistic low-energy structure; in the real world this structure is 
presumably corrected by low-lyingj-plane singularities which are small in the semi- 
circle integral.) One might hope, by removing this pole, to get an amplitude with a 
better low-energy extrapolation. There are several possible ways of removing the 
pole: 
(i) Subtract it explicitly. This introduces a series of  low-lying right-signature fixed 
poles in the amplitude, and is therefore not an attractive solution. 
(ii) Truncate the cut integral (eq. (A.4.1)) at some constant negative t-value. In 
other words, replace f0_.. dt '  by f0 c. This makes the cut discontinuity vanish for all 
a < ap(tc),  leaving it unchanged above this a value. However, the j-plane analysis of  
sect. 4 shows that such a solution, by removing the low-lying cut discontinuity, is 
not possible. Essentially all parts of  the cut which contribute appreciably to the 
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FESR, also contribute importantly in the 6 GeV amplitudes - one cannot improve 
the FESR agreement without spoiling the agreement in the high energy amplitudes. 
(iii) Truncate the cut integral at OScm = 90 °. In the equal mass case, replace 
fO dt, 0 , by f~(4m2_s)d t .  This gives an amplitude which differs from the original 
form by a calculable function V(v,t). It is easy to see that V vanishes exponentially 
as v ~ + oo; the two forms do not  differ by daughters, but differ by a non-power be- 
haved function. For negative v-values, the modified form is an integral over positive 
t-values; it grows exponentially as v -+ _oo. By this modification, therefore, one loses 
both s -  u crossing symmetry and Regge behaviour, two prerequisites of a dual ampli- 
tude. Simple variations on this theme can be shown to give the same problems. 
(iv) Absorb in partial waves rather than impact parameter amplitudes. Partial 
wave amplitudes are defined by an integral in the physical region, 0 > t > 4m 2 -  s. 
So again the absorbed amplitude is given by an integral, with limits t = 0 and 
t = 4m 2 -  s, of the pole amplitude. For negative v this is again an integral over pos- 
itive t values, and the amplitude diverges exponentially. While perhaps improving the 
behaviour of the amplitude in the region of small positive v, we have destroyed its 
crossing symmetry and Regge behaviour for negative v-values. 
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